
"Prehistoric Sites in Scotland"

Prehistoric sites in Scotland are among the top attractions in the country. Visiting the vestiges of ancient settlements will help you learn more

about our ancestors and the way they lived. This collection features some must-visit prehistoric sites in Scotland.
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5 Posizioni indicati 

 by Chmee2   

Skara Brae 

"Traveling Back in Time"

Perched on the edge of the windswept Bay o' Skaill, Skara Brae is one of

several stunning archaeological sites within the heart of Neolithic Orkney

UNESCO World Heritage Site. This Neolithic village in Orkney’s west

mainland provides a one-of-a-kind insight into how the remote ancestors

of Scotland actually lived. Discovered in 1850 when a huge storm blew

away the surface sand to reveal the remains of the village beneath, Skara

Brae is the one site which provides rich evidence about the life of Scottish

ancestors. A vivid telling of the realities of a prehistoric village, the ancient

homes are fitted with stone beds, dressers and seats that have survived

the onslaught of time.

 Skara Brae, Stromness

 by Fiore S. Barbato   

Standing Stones of Stenness 

"Stones of Wonder"

Once made up of 12 megaliths, the Standing Stones of Stenness now

comprises of four stones laid around in an eclipse. Located by the south-

eastern shore of the Loch of Stenness, these stones are believed to a part

of a line of standing stones linking the Stones of Stenness with the nearby

Ring of Brodgar. Also it is said that the site was once known as the

Temple of the Moon.

 www.historicenvironment.scot/visit-a-

place/places/stones-of-stenness-circle-and-henge/

 Off B9055, Stenness
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Broch of Gurness 

"An Iron Age Settlement"

There are over 500 brochs in Scotland and without a doubt the broch

village at Gurness is one of the most impressive one. A testament to the

rich archaeological heritage of Orkney, the broch is an excellent example

of an Iron Age settlement that has attracted archaeologists and tourists

from all over the world. With brilliant architecture and rich history, the

remains of the settlement surrounding the broch offer a wonderful

glimpse into ancient Pictish life. The view from here is exceptionally pretty

as it’s close to the edge of a small shoreline cliff, it overlooks Eynhallow

Sound.

 Off B9064, Inverness
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St Kilda 

"Secluded Scottish Islands"

St Kilda is one of one of the most secluded regions of the British Isles,

located in the North Atlantic Ocean, about 64 kilometers (40 miles) off the

coast. The area is of great historic importance as it housed an isolated

community that dates back to several hundred years. In fact, researchers

have even found some rare Viking burials on this site. The islanders who

lived here formed a democractic community, and a led life that was mainly

supported by the marine wealth and fauna that are endemic to St Kilda,

these include exotic and rare birds like fulmars, Atlantic puffins and

gannet, to name a few. Most of that community is now gone, many of

them moved to Australia, and what now remains are the buildings and

structures that date back to 1830s. The marvelous lives of St Kildans has,

since its discovery, inspired many literary works, including Michael

Powell's The Edge of the World. Owing to its interesting history, unique

location and distinctive biodiversity, St Kilda was inscribed as a UNESCO

World Heritage Site in 1986.

 www.kilda.org.uk/  St Kilda, Hirta

 by Public Domain CC0   

Standing Stones of Callanish 

"Neolithic Stone Structures"

Quando si iniziarono gli scavi nel 1875, i menhir erano coperti da uno

strato di torba di 1, 5 m. Le steli di granito alte anche 5 m sono sistemate

in righe e in cerchi. Il significato e l'uso sono motivi di speculazione, come

anche per altri cerchi di pietre. Si pensa che vi siano nelle vicinanze altri

20 raggruppamenti di pietre, più della metà è già stata rinvenuta.

Particolare è la completezza del gruppo: di Callanish I sono presenti tutte

e 13 le pietre.

 +441851621422  www.historicenvironment.scot/visit-

a-place/places/calanais-standing-

stones

 , Callanish
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